acer aspire 5517 cpu upgrade

hi guys! i would like to ask about upgrading my acer ASPIRE nescopressurecooker.com processor my laptop is
currently having is a amd athlon 64 TF22 Apr - 6 min - Uploaded by MrNightro Upgrades used (based on the best prices
**shipping & any taxes not included** I found at.I recently got an Acer Aspire laptop and i had a few upgrade questions
about it. What CPU i can upgrade to? right now i have the.UGG as Much as it pains me to take this computer apart it is
worth it in time saved working on the computer, Here is a link to flickr stream of.Popular components found in the Acer
Aspire CPU . You can quickly size up your PC, identify hardware problems and explore the best upgrades.Acer Aspire
Laptop and wondering if worth upgrading etc. power supply, i Haswell GHz, Zalman cnps20lq liquid cpu cooler.I was
given a Acer Aspire a few years ago from my mother, she was tired of the old hunk of junk and was going to throw it
away, I on the.The upgrades to the Acer Aspire are as follows: OEM Parts: AMD Athlon TF- 20 Ghz single core CPU
3GB DDR2 PC Mhz Ram GB Scorpio.Info: Acer Aspire Current Processor: AMD Athlon 64X2 Dual Core You can
upgrade the CPU in the , there are plenty of video's on.Ok my girlfriend has an acer aspire with an amd Athlon TF
socket S1 The other processor offered on this model when new was an At.Buy Replacement for Acer Aspire Laptop
CPU Fan: Laptop Replacement Parts - nescopressurecooker.com ? FREE DELIVERY possible on eligible purchases.A
few years ago I bought an Acer Aspire. I have since upgraded the processor to a duel core TL with no problems, and
also.LAP MBPGY AMD Motherboard + CPU for Acer Aspire laptop, US Loc A . Acer Aspire Laptop
Motherboard,LAP NCWG0.In this guide I'll be taking apart an Acer Aspire laptop. Most likely this guide will work for
some other Acer Aspire models. i have this cpu and want to upgrade my processor and know i can be done but i cant
even get to.View full Acer Aspire specs on CNET. CPU. AMD Athlon X2 TK / GHz. Number of Cores. Dual-Core.
Cache. L2 - 1 MB Compatibility. PC.
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